Grasp the scissors at the top of the hubs next to the red hub and pull up and out.

The frame will stand up on its own. Make sure the frame is locked by pressing front and back hubs towards each other.

Unfold the three-section bungeed channel bars. Connect bottom two sections of the channel bar.

Slide the bottom of the channel bar down onto the blue hub at the bottom of the frame.

Slide the next two sections of the channel bar horizontally onto the center hubs so it locks into place.

Slide top slot in the back of the channel bar over the top hub in the frame while connecting top section to lower sections. Optional lights slide over top of channel bar before connecting to the top of the frame (as seen above).

Grasp front panel and hook top notches over pegs in the top of the channel bars. Gently unroll panel allowing it to attach magnetically to the channel bars. Repeat for all main panels.

After all main panels are installed, move on to the endcaps. Hook one endcap panel onto the front and back channel bar pegs. Slowly slide both hands down the edges of the endcap to attach the magnetic strips to the channel bars. If you go too fast, the magnets may not attach correctly. See video link below.

To attach fabric or graphic casewrap to empty case, wrap the casewrap around the case and velcro the ends together. Place counter top onto the top of the case.

To collapse the frame, remove the panels, endcaps, and channel bars. Push on the back red hub while pulling out the front red hub to disengage the lock. Carefully collapse the frame.

Insert graphic panels back into the protective plastic sleeves. Roll up the panels one at a time with the fabric or graphic side facing out. Insert into round area of the case. Roll and insert endcaps inside main panels. Insert frame and channel bars into the other side of the case. Lights pack inside the lid.

See the endcap installation video at http://youtu.be/-l1cW-9Slk